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About This Game

Bipolar is a game with a simple premise. Get your player object to the end green portal using the magnetic polarities of positive
and negative to assist you in reaching that goal. Unlike most games, there is no traditional jumping. The power of magnets is

your best friend here.

Featuring unique and original gameplay, Bipolar is quite unlike any other game out there. Featuring 50 levels of differing
challenges and gameplay, the game appeals to players of all types whether your casual, moderate or hardcore. The game also

features levels of various themes and challenges, meaning that you will never know what to expect.

Levels vary from your typical earth-like gravity to more abstract space-style levels where there is a distinct lack of it, and must
use your polarities to affect your direction of float to enable you to accomplish your tasks.

Game elements are scattered throughout the levels. Some to assist you (cameras, polarity platforms, pinball bumpers etc) and
others which are best avoided (mines, trip-wires etc).

Winners of the Monash award for most outstanding student work (Caulfield campus) in studio 2010 and entrants in the
Independent Games Festival (entered in both Commercial and student categories), Bipolar is the outstanding work of just four

students. Later work on the game was done solely by Jason Free.

Bipolar is not only a game where you get to play levels. You can make your own if you so wish. Featuring a level editor created
by lead programmer Tom Parry, so that you will be free to create levels of your own to give to your friends or share with others

online. Simply run the editor and the rest is limited only by your creativity.
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Jason Free
Publisher:
Jason Free
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any

Storage: 20 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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One of the best games I've ever had the pleasure of playing. The amount of sheer content packed in this 0.99 game is genuinely
insane, there's over 80 levels ( some being boss battles ) and 4 different worlds to choose from. This game is accessible to almost
any age, but older players will find the true beauty in this hidden gem of the steam store. PDJSP ( Puppy Dog JigSaw Puzzle )
also has a complex rating system, with your score being determined on many factors, the most noticable being the "time" factor
and the "pieces moved" factor. With this ranking system in play, the game opens up to thousands of hours of replayability in
order to improve your score from before. This game truly shows that you don't have to be part of a namebrand company to
make a masterpiece of a game. PDJSP is perhaps one of the best games to purchase on the Steam Store. I look foward to what
suprises EnsenaSoft brings to the table with the possible sequels or DLC.. A very nice game. Recommended!. This game is
actually a great and fun game, but the only problem is that there is no pause\/exit buttons once you start the game. But other than
the game is very challenging the farther you get, Im on level 3 out of 30.. It is a video game.
You can play from a (Currently) limited cast. Most of the characters are kind of bland, but the ones that stand out to me are
"Ninja Cat that is extremly pathetic and hard to play" and "Fat Goblin Merchant that is also extremly pathetic and hard to play."
There is also an Octo Pirate, some sort of Mech, a Samurai, a Orc Knight, some sort of Elemental Flux... Anyway, the game
sometimes descripts itself as an MOBA, but it isn't really. It is just weird. But, since it is early in development, I will give it the
benefit of the doubt and say it is decent.. Excellent little casual puzzle game that offers key rebinding and the ability to choose
resolutions, full screen off or on, as well as the ability to turn on\/off the music and sound effects.

This is a very inexpensive games and even though there are only 30 levels to conquer, I feel like this game offers a good value
overall. You can watch my "First Play on Launch Day" Review right HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C21LxOHyMFk&feature=youtu.be

My score is an 81% based on my impressions in the above video. If you like these casual kind of puzzle games, you should have
no regrets with this purchase. Recommended! =). Not too hard but it takes focus.

5 Achievements to unlock.. ...............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
.............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
...........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
......\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
...\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE....|..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) .)TIM SWEENEY(...(.\\....).....)...).)
..\\................\\\/...\/..............................\\...\\\/.................\/
....\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
.....\\.................(.................................)..................\/. Not realistic engine, no mute option for music or sounds. Not worth money.
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Forgot to review this game some time back and the latest update re-spurred me into action! Fantastic game with a really
simplistic minimalist design. Its kind of a really cool Target Shooter Puzzle game - you need quick reactions to shoot two gems
of the same colour to chip away the boss' health while paying attention to its attacks and teleporting to get a better shot at the
enemy (such as to get to the gems on its back while its spearing towards your previous position).

Its an absolute bargain at the price its sold for - offers far more variety and content and actual skill than the majority of the
standard wave shooters out there, and it'll hone your reflexes far better at the harder difficulties. A real overlooked gem - no pun
intended! ^^. Story is moderately interesting, but the reason I don't recommend it is because they tried to make the mechanics
too complex and it failed horribly. Your goals are frequently poorly explained, people change gender mid-conversation, you can
sometimes take actions based on information you haven't actually learned (or at the very least wasn't properly explained to the
player), your character will sometimes talk about things that haven't happened, and certain confrontations can be repeated which
is just bizarre.. Awesome horror game.... Atmosfear (pun intended) so thick you could cut through with a knife :-)
If you like good horror it´s a must have !!!!. A free 20-30 minute experience. (30 if you're going for 100% achievements)
The graphics are pretty weak. The sound design is quickly thrown together and the game has glitches that could've been fixed if
the dev took some time out of their day.

So.. why am I recommending it?
It's short, free and it has an interesting story.
The mystery that you're trying to solve is pretty fun and dark. Although there are some things in the game that look like they
were supposed to have more of a role in the game, it's still fun.

So, overall:
4\/10
Below average, but it's still worth your time.. twitch.tv\/greektheory i hope the best for this game is awesome guys. This game
really worth it! Well I just completed 1 character, and it used more than 5 hours in first round :) Such a sweet story even if
sometimes it's easy to predicted but I still like it! If you are looking for love visual novel. This's one of the choices :)

PS. Oh, but there are some crash in game, like 2 people repeat same sentense (me\/ what? I missed sth? Why they said same
sentence? And the answer is no) Annoy but can ignore.
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